Apparent mass of the standing human body when using a whole-body vibration training machine: Effect of knee angle and input frequency.
Several studies have investigated the transmission of vibration from the vibrating plate of a whole-body vibration training machine (WBVTM) to different locations on the human body. No known work has investigated the interface force between the vibrating plate of the machine and the human body. This paper investigates the effect of bending the knees and the vibration frequency on the interface force (presented as apparent mass (AM)) between the vibrating plate and the body. Twelve male subjects stood with four different knee angles (180, 165, 150 and 135°) and were exposed to sinusoidal vertical vibration at eight frequencies in the range of 17-42 Hz. The vertical acceleration and the interface force between the body and the vibrating plate were measured and used to calculate the AM. The acceleration and force depended on the frequency and were found to vary with both the adopted posture and subject. The AM generally decreased with increasing the frequency but showed a peak at 24 Hz which was clearer when the knees were bent. Bending the knees showed an effect similar to increasing the damping of a system with base excitation; increasing the damping reduced the AM in the resonance region but increased the AM at higher frequencies. Users of WBVTMs have to be careful when choosing the training posture: although, as shown in previous studies, bending the knees reduces the transmission of vibration to the spine, it increases the interface forces which might indicate increased stresses on the lower legs and joints.